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1. Foreword

This essay has a modest aim: to share with my colleagues
a brief account of the models I have found useful, and
to offer for further discussion two principles that I hope
may add some illumination to the road ahead. The commercial cloud seeder is not allowed the luxury of using
uncertainty to justify indecision: the future will show
whether the models I shall describe are rational or mere
rationalization. For now, they are presented as a background for the practical programs we have conducted so
far.
For the sake of brevity I shall sketch these models only
in bold outline, trusting that those to whom I address
this may fill in the details themselves and allocating to
a different arena discussion of disagreements that I know
exist as to their structure and correspondence with reality, and as to the validity of the evidence that has led
me to prefer them to others. These models are not mine
by right of discovery, and I make no claim for originality; they are mine as my library is mine, selected from
the ideas of others, scribbled with marginal notes, and
far from exhaustive.
2. Introduction

Natural precipitation is the consequence of natural cloud
seeding. Cloud seeds are particles whose significant property is their ability to acquire water or ice from clouds
under certain circumstances and thereby grow large
enough to fall. In attempting to extend our power over
nature, we have learned how to produce cloud seeds by
several means, among which the following are those that
enter into this particular account:
a) Dry ice dropped into supercooled clouds, where the
falling fragments leave behind trails of natural ice particles of very small size.
b) Silver iodide particles released from generators, for
the most part ground-based, that produce about 10 particles per second active as ice-forming nuclei at — IOC.
c) Water spray in droplets of about 50 microns diameter, and salt particles that grow by deliquescence to
this size after only a short ascent above cloud base.
d) Particles carrying a high electrical charge, which
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move rapidly in strong electric fields and whose presence
in aggregations create such fields.
Particles in the first two categories we assume to grow
by sublimation in the vapor pressure field nourished by
supercooled cloud droplets until they become big enough
to fall, and that thereafter they may grow also by collision. Particles in the other two categories we assume
grow by coalescence consequent to the speed of their
motion relative to the cloud droplets, and that after they
have reached a diameter of about 500 microns they may
freeze. We assume also that in clouds where some ice
particles are present and some other conditions not well
understood are fulfilled, additional small ice particles are
generated in large numbers.
These are the items in our arsenal.
3. The models

Once again, it should be borne in mind that what follows are subjective descriptions of a tentative model,
with no pretense of universality or perfection. This, after
all, is an essay, not a report.
a) Dissipation

of quasi-static cloud. Before seeding,

there is a horizontally extensive layer of supercooled
cloud in which the lapse rate is nearly moist-adiabatic,
topped by an inversion that opposes vertical motion
above the cloud top. Dry ice in fragments big enough
to fall through the cloud layer are dropped along a line
and form a vertical sheet of ice crystals. Initially the
number of ice crystals formed near the cloud top is very
much larger than the number formed lower down, due
mostly to the lower temperature there.
The model represents the ice crystals as distributed so
many per unit length along a line lying in upper surface of the cloud layer. The crystals diffuse laterally at a
rate proportional to the gradient of ice-particles concentration and to the characteristic velocity of lateral mixing. Ice crystals in the sheet beneath this line similarly
diffuse laterally through a certain volume of air, releasing latent heat of fusion and thereby increasing local
convection beneath the line at the cloud top and the
characteristic mixing velocity but not contributing significantly to the total number of nuclei. Wherever, in
the cloud, the concentration falls to a certain value just
sufficient to consume the liquid cloud in converting it
to snow, there is an ice-nucleus sink that coincides with
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the boundary of the growing hole. This boundary moves
outward as long as the flux of ice nuclei maintains a concentration above this critical value, then stops. The
maximum width of the dissipated band is determined at
this stage.
Within the hole, ice nuclei descend, maintaining the
vapor pressure in equilibrium with ice at its level. After
maximum width of the hole is reached, lateral mixing
from the unmodified cloud carries moisture into the
space between the ice sheet and the original inversion
and gradually re-forms the cloud from the top down.
An ice-free space is maintained beneath the new cloud
and above descending ice sheet, so that ice particles not
consumed before the time of maximum hole size are lost
as far as further cloud modification is concerned.
In the ice sheet, ice particle concentration is diminished by various processes at a rate proportional to the
concentration. As a consequence, the effective strength
of the source does not increase linearly with the quantity of seeding material used. I am as yet ignorant of
the optimum strength of the source line, and I note
there is wide disagreement in the literature as to an
optimum seeding rate.
b) Precipitation from small cumulus clouds. A small
cumulus cloud forms within an ephemeral convective updraft. Although latent heat of condensation is released,
it is not sufficient to sustain the up-draft. Mixing with
dry air at the top and sides of the cloud progressively reduces its buoyancy from the outside inward until it
eventually subsides and dissipates.
After dissipation of the cloud, the heat carried through
the cloud base by the up-draft is redistributed and there
is no net latent heat change.
Cloud seeds with a rate of growth less than some critical value, if introduced at the cloud base in the center of
the updraft, are carried toward the top and sides of the
cloud, eventually passing through the boundary and
being lost. Cloud seeds in the next category, growing
slightly faster, as they approach the top of the cloud acquire an increasing speed of fall that carry them back
down through the cloud and out its base as raindrops.
Successively larger seeds follow successively shorter trajectories and emerge as successively smaller raindrops. The
principal role is played by the cloud seeds at and just
larger than the critical sizes for survival. In its descent,
the growing precipitation tends to supplant the updraft
by a downdraft.
Precipitation takes place from the part of the cloud
where the concentration of cloud seeds is sufficient to
consume all or nearly all of the cloud water and thereby
to produce a rain region capable of surviving the losses
to which it is subject in falling to the ground. This
requires that some critical population of cloud seeds
within some critical range of growth speeds within some
critical-sized region near the cloud top must be exceeded
if significant rain is to ensue. Unless this happens, although a few raindrops may fall, these represent a
trivial fraction of the water available and they do not

affect the life of the cloud. I am as yet ignorant of the
values of the critical limits involved.
After dissipation of the cloud, the latent heat of condensation from the rain that fell through the cloud base
remains in the air containing the dissipating cloud;
below the cloud base, evaporation of a portion of the
rain makes latent some of the heat in the air beneath,
cooling it. The local atmosphere is thus left in a different state after rain compared with no-rain dissipation of the cloud. I do not know how this may affect
subsequent cloud developments.
Of course, artificial seeding is useless if natural seeding is always sufficient to fulfill the seeding requirements
whenever the other critical requirements are met, or if
artificial influence does not alter the total precipitation
related to the chain of events of which the seeded cloud
(or clouds) is a part. Some feeling for the breadth of the
realm within which artificial influence may be effective
comes from the following preliminary observations of
salt seeding.
Typical small cumulus of the maritime tropics over
land, with cloud base temperature near 20C, were seeded
with pulverized salt. They produced rain when they exceeded about 1.4 km in depth provided excessive deformation of the updraft by shear or other such interference
did not occur. Clouds smaller than this, when seeded,
produced a virga of small drops that did not reach the
ground.
With only natural seeding, they did not attain a 50-50
chance of producing rain unless they reached a depth of
about 4 km. Such clouds outgrow the name of small
cumulus.
Cloud seeds placed in the updraft near the cloud base
are widely dispersed by the time they reach the top.
Introduction of more than enough seeds to exceed the
population near the cloud top critical for rain has no
added effect.
c) Clouds with supercooled tops: seeding with dry ice
or silver iodide. When supercooled cloud is present and
ice-forming seeds are introduced in the updraft, the
model is changed only in substituting different laws for
particle growth, and taking note of the release of latent
heat of fusion. My ignorance with respect to these clouds
has an added dimension. I am ignorant as to the critical
values already noted, and I am also ignorant as to the
frequency with which natural ice seeds are capable of
exceeding the critical conditions for precipitation. Observations to date suggest that efficacy of natural iceseeding of clouds varies widely from time to time and
from place to place, so that the range of cloud conditions within which artificial seeding is efficacious varies
widely.
d) Cloud electrification. Attempts at practical application of electrification effects have been limited, in my
experience, to moist air or fog moving upward along
mountain slopes into regions of cumulus cloud formation. The "seeding" has been done by releasing positive
space charge from a fine wire strung above the ground
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by driving it into corona at potentials of about 20,000
volts. This is presumed to increase the rate of coalescence within the portion of the cloud near the ground,
increasing the amount of drizzle falling from it, and to
increase the rate at which vertical motions in cumulus
clouds growing from the electrified air are able to generate strong fields and possibly lightning, along with the
coalescence effects to be expected from these phenomena.
e) Precipitation from large cumulus becoming cumulonimbus. (Cloud-explosion model.) The significant difference between the model of a small cumulus and of a
large cumulus becoming a cumulonimbus is that the latter has an organized downdraft co-existing with the updraft and associated with the falling precipitation. Without precipitation, no organized downdraft forms, no matter how large the cumulus becomes.
If the updraft persists and survives the formation of
the precipitation-formed downdraft, then the strengthening of the updraft and formation of new updrafts adjacent to it is greatly favored. The proportionally smaller
dilution of the larger updraft by lateral mixing results
in rapid growth of the region within which precipitation
forms, which in turn produces a strengthened downdraft.
The initiation of precipitation thus leads to rapid
growth of the cloud and rapid increase in its rainproducing potentiality.
As in the previous case, artificial seeding tends to produce precipitation and initiate the chain of events leading to growth of the cloud when natural seeding is
insufficient to produce the critical population of precipitation particles.
Once again, I plead ignorance of the conditions under
which the model operates and of the frequency with
which natural seeding leaves a gap that artificial seeding
can fill. Some of the earliest, most spectacular, and most
controversial observations regarding weather modification relate to this model.
It is clear, however, that this model leads to the expectation that cloud seeds drawn into the sides of the
cloud by lateral mixing are much less efficiently used
than those entering the cloud base in the main updraft,
which originates, typically, near the ground.
It is for this reason that I believe great caution should
be used in comparing ground-based with airborne seeding.
/) Hail modification. The model just described becomes the model for a hailstorm when the region of
water accumulation produced by coalescence nourishes
the rapid growth of a relatively few frozen particles to
large size. The first condition, obviously, is the same as
for precipitation; and artificial seeding that activated
the previous model might lead to hail by triggering
cloud growth.
Hail, however, will not result if the incipient hailstones are so many that the available water cannot nourish them to large size, or if the accumulation zone is
weakened and diffused by conversion of a considerable
portion of the water to snow; both of these changes will

result from presence of ice-forming nuclei in excess of
the concentration critical for initiation of precipitation.
Cloud seeding, natural or artificial, that only slightly
exceeds that critical amount for activating the cloudexplosion model or cloud seeding with salt that accomplishes this end, will tend to form hail. Cloud seeding
with ice-forming nuclei, natural or artificial, considerably in excess to the critical intensity, will tend to convert the hail to rain.
g) Field-of-competition model. Activation of the exploding-cloud model monopolizes the convection for
some distance around and tends to suppress convection
at a certain distance from itself. Activation of it by artificial seeding thus modifies the distribution of precipitation as distinct from the total quantity. Under some
circumstances such a modification is very significant in
the practical sense.
h) Local tempests. A localized column of heavy precipitation produces a local downdraft of air chilled by
melting and evaporation of the precipitation, the
evaporative cooling being the stronger, the warmer and
drier is the air near the ground. The outrush of this
cold air sometimes causes severe damage.
The severity of the tempest is related to the rate of
release of convective energy, and thus to the amount of
energy stored in the system before release. If stored energy increases through some period of time, the potential
violence of a tempest likewise increases. If the initiation
of the explosive-growth model is delayed by lack of
natural cloud seeds, its initiation by artificial seeding
may act as a safety valve to release some of the energy
before it reaches a destructive climax.
Initiation of showers earlier in the phase of instability
accumulation has the secondary effect of increasing the
amount of cloudiness at middle and high levels, thus
diminishing insolation and reducing the accumulation
rate of instability.
The same model affects the hailstorm situation; by
initiating shower development before instability reaches
its maximum, the intensity of the initial development is
diminished, though not necessarily the total rainfall.
i) Warm-front clouds. The warm front is modeled as
a convectively unstable layer of warm air surmounting
a wedge of saturated, stable cold air. As the warm air
rises, condensation and cloud formation release the convective instability and cause turbulence that disturbs the
frontal boundary. Elements of cold air that are caught in
the turbulence of the warm air are quickly assimilated
into the warm air by turbulent mixing, but the reverse
is not true. In this manner, a flux of cold air passes upward through the frontal inversion, and the inversion is
kept sharp by erosion of its upper surface. A familiar
example is the wake-stream, where the turbulent mixing
into the wake maintains a sharp boundary between it
and the region outside the wake from which substance
is being entrained.
In this manner, cloud seeds contained in the cold air
beneath the front enter the warm air where convective
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instability is being realized and thus reach the bases of
updrafts in the warm air. Here they play, along with
whatever cloud seeds are present originally in the warm
air, the same role as in the cumulus cloud model, with
the exception that, with general lifting, updrafts are to
a large degree surrounded by clouds, so that loss of
cloud seeds by diffusion outward to dry air is greatly
lessened and the accumulation of a critical population
of precipitation particles in the cloud tops is facilitated.
If natural cloud seeds are insufficient to initiate precipitation, then artificial seeds introduced into the cold
air so as to build up a concentration of them beneath
the site of first release of convective instability will
shift the release of precipitation closer to the warm
front at the ground.
j) Orographic clouds. Orographic cloud systems are
for the most part extensions of the nephsystems that occur independently of the terrain. Orography serves only
to fix the location of cloud-building processes that proceed in the same manner as elsewhere by locally promoting ascent of the air. A new element is introduced,
however, timing. Unless the chain of events leading to
precipitation passes a critical phase before ascent of the
air is succeeded by descent, the process will be aborted.
4. Principles common to these models

The processes of precipitation described in these models,
whether mediated by natural or by artificial seeding,
may be characterized to a first approximation as a "gono-go" process: in those regions of the cloud where
some conditions are met that may be described in terms
of a critical population of precipitation particles, a large
proportion of the cloud water is converted to precipitation of which much reaches the ground, and the cloud
tends strongly toward dissipation. Also, to a first ap(Continued from news and notes, page 370)
Laser studies of noctilucent clouds

Under an agreement between the Swedish Space Research
Committee (SSRC) and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, pulsed laser radar will be used for studies
of the upper atmosphere this summer. The principal scientific objective of the experiments will be to determine the
height, distribution, and scattering properties of cosmic dust
and aerosol particles during the presence and absence of
noctilucent clouds (faintly luminous clouds which can be
seen at heights of 75 to 90 km at high latitudes at dusk or
sunrise.
Noctilucent clouds can be observed normally for only a
very brief period when they are illuminated by the sun but
the lower levels of the atmosphere are still in the Earth's
shadow. The observation period can be extended if a suitable artificial light source is used. The pulsed ruby laser,
an extremely high energy light source concentrated into a
narrow spectral line and confined to a very small solid angle,
will be used for that purpose.

proximation the situation is indifferent to concentrations of cloud seeds in excess of the critical requirements.
These thoughts motivate an attempt to describe the
actual occurrence of precipitation in terms of the distribution in time and space of the regions in which precipitation forms and to observe the elements that may
lead to a useful description of the critical conditions
for precipitation that characterize the boundaries of
these regions. Will it become possible to describe the
critical conditions in quantitative terms? If so, experiments with artificial seeding may lead to a better understanding of precipitation physics.
These models also repeatedly point up another line
of thought: the development of a single cloud or of a
group of clouds may be regarded as a chain of related
events in which the initiation of precipitation plays an
important role. Many of the chains await adequate observation and description, and then inference and testing of possible relationships governing the successions
of events. Will it become possible to describe, perhaps,
such things as convergent, periodic, and divergent
chains, and to manipulate the real phenomena in similar fashion? If so, descriptions of these chains may lead
to new and better ways of testing and evaluating the
results of cloud seeding.
One situation that is particularly attractive for following out these lines of thought is the phenomenon of
the cloud streets that form over the Caribbean islands.
Within these streets, successive clouds of relatively simple structure repeatedly approach and sometimes reach
the stage of rain initiation through coalescence. The
means seems to be at hand to intervene with artificial
seeding in ways that will yield information relative to
the physics of precipitation and lead to a better understanding of the consequences of artificial cloud seeding.
Operating on the same principle as ordinary radar, the
laser radar uses light instead of radio waves. When the laser
is beamed at the atmospheric layer under study, the particles
floating in that layer scatter the luminous energy back to the
ground. The returns are detected by a photomultiplier receiving unit and fed into a memory unit, where they are
analyzed automatically. In the memory unit, return pulses
corresponding to heights of 79-80 km are stored in one
channel, 80-81 km in another channel, and so on. Stored
information may be displayed on an oscilloscope and photographed, or punched on tape for further evaluation. The
height and density of aerosol particles may then be correlated with the presence and absence of noctilucent clouds.
The SSRC is providing optical equipment and is designing
and constructing a light transmitter optical system. NASA
will make available a laser head and power supply and other
equipment.
The pulsed laser radar studies should constitute a scientifically useful supplement to the joint sounding rocket investigations of noctilucent clouds conducted during the summers of 1961 through 1964.
(More news and notes on page 419)
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